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Personal Divorce Coach
completes your team.
There are many professionals, who work
together with individuals and couples during
the divorce process, including attorneys,

BENEFITS OF HAVING YOUR OWN COACH:
ü

expectations for divorce process

marriage therapists, accountants, family
counselors, and others. Each specializes in

Manages stress levels by setting forth

ü

Anticipates issues proactively to

different areas, working collaboratively to help

identify potential pitfalls and avoid

achieve a similar goal: resolution of family law

being reactive in litigation

disputes without resorting to litigation.
ü

Seeks creative resolutions to conflicts

Just as a personal trainer prepares your body

as they arise before, during and after

to work-out so that it functions and operates at

divorce

its best, your Personal Divorce Coach prepares
you for events that occur before, during and
after your divorce. With a personal divorce
coach by your side, you will learn the process
of divorce so that it becomes less intimidating,
strategize with goals and objectives in mind,
and plan for your future as an independent,
single person.

ü

Prepares for post-divorce life to better
manage issues that inevitably arise
over co-parenting, new relationships,
finances, timesharing and everything
else!

Team Approach
Surround yourself with top professionals
Attorney
•
•
•

Protects your legal
rights and interests
Represents your
best interests
Provides legal
advice

Therapist/Counselor
•

•
•
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Analyzes the
emotional conflicts
you are
experiencing
Works with family
as a whole
Evaluates historical
experiences to
shed light on
present
relationships

Personal Divorce
Coach

Accountant
•

•

Assesses your
financial situation
and works to
design an
independent
lifestyle
Evaluates
settlement
agreements for
equitability

•

•

•

Strategically
assesses your
disputes and
custom creates
solutions
Anticipates pitfalls
of divorce process
so that you are
proactive instead
of reactive
Goal-oriented,
and focuses you
on short and long
term objectives

+

Divorce & Divorce Coaching
The three stages of the process

Before Divorce

During Divorce

After Divorce

You are only contemplating divorce at

You’re involved in the divorce process.

Congratulations! Your divorce is final!

this time, and perhaps haven’t even

Maybe you’ve both hired lawyers and

Perhaps you’re completely done with

mentioned it to your spouse yet. You

are represented individually; maybe

your former spouse and will never

are fearful of the unknowns, and are

you’ve hired a mediator. It is during this

interact with this person again in your

paralyzed into inaction. This is a critical

time you need someone with

life. However, be prepared for issues

time to consult with a divorce coach,

experience, who will guide you through

that inevitably arise, for example,

who will walk you through the divorce

issues relating to equitable distribution,

failure to pay child support or spousal

process, educating you about and

spousal support (alimony), child

support (alimony), failure to comply

preparing for each stage. Your

support, time-sharing/custody, and

with time-sharing schedule or parenting

education will include discussions

other issues relating to the dissolution of

plan, etc. etc. Rather than resorting to

about various approaches (mediation

your marriage. Work together with your

a time-consuming and costly legal

versus litigation), as well as what you

legal team to time and cost-efficiently

process, your coach will help you

should do to prepare yourself.

achieve your goals.

address issues as they arise.

•

Learn about the process of
divorce

•

Strategically approach each
stage of the divorce process

•

Improve communication skills
with your former spouse

•

Set reasonable expectations,
goals and objectives

•

Assist with designing Parenting
Plan

•

Establish boundaries and set
forth your expectations

•

Prepare yourself

•

Collaboratively work with other
members of your divorce team

•

Address co-parenting issues
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Diane L. Danois, J.D.

Florida Supreme Court Certified Family Law Mediator & Divorce Coach

Meet Me:
I am a Family Law Mediator, Author and Divorce Coach providing a variety of strategic
and consultative services to my clients, who are facing marital and post-marital issues.
Certified in Family Law Mediation, I am experienced in helping those who seek to avoid
the burdens and expenses associated with traditional litigated divorce. As a Divorce
Coach, I will help educate and focus you on finding resolutions to your issues.

Contact Me:
11155 Heron Bay Boulevard, Suite 206
Coral Springs, Florida 33076
(954) 850-1429
Email: diane@dianedanois.com
Website: www.dianedanois.com

Follow Me On:
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